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Abstract
American society reflects considerable class immobility, much of which may be explained by the wide gaps in college completion rates between economically advantaged and disadvantaged groups of students. First, we discuss the factors that lead to unequal college completion rates and introduce assets as an explanation often ignored by stratification scholars. We then discuss how a legacy of wealth inequality has led to wealthy students having an advantage at the financial aid bargaining table over low-income and minority students. We conclude by discussing how asset-building policies such as children’s savings accounts offer a potential policy strategy to alter the distributional consequences of the current financial aid system and help level the playing field.
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1. Introduction
Most Americans believe that the United States provides equality of opportunity. In fact, intergenerational mobility in the U.S. is lower than in most other developed countries (Ermisch, Jäntti, & Smeeding, 2012; Hertz et al., 2007; Jäntti et al., 2006). Using intergenerational data from ten developed countries, Ermisch et al. (2012) find a stronger association between parental education and children’s outcomes—including economic, educational, cognitive, physical, and socio-emotional measures—in the U.S. than in any other country examined. Similarly, Jäntti et al. (2006) find stronger intergenerational transmission of earnings in the U.S. than in the U.K. and Nordic countries.

Education plays a central role in the intergenerational transmission of socioeconomic standing (Blau & Duncan, 1967). Although education can increase opportunity, how much education one attains depends strongly on
socioeconomic standing. In other words, education both reduces and reproduces inequality, transmitting advantage from one generation to the next.

Both early and recent research (Hout, 1988; Belman & Heywood, 1991; Torche, 2011) suggests that a college degree can reduce the importance of social background and increase intergenerational equality. Yet even if they manage to enroll in college, many Americans fail to complete this credential. According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2013), only 59% of those who entered a four-year institution in 2005 completed a degree within six years. Graduation rates at two-year colleges were even lower. Among those who began an associate’s degree or certificate in 2008, only 31% completed it within one and a half times the normal time required. There are stark class differences, however, in the likelihood of completion. Based on data from the 2009 Beginning Postsecondary Students survey (using NCES QuickStats1), among those with income more than 200% above the poverty level when they began college in 2003-2004, 55.6% completed a degree or certificate by 2009. This compares to 46% for students 151% - 200% above the poverty level, 43% among those 101% - 150% above the poverty level, and only 36.8% among those at or below poverty. Beyond access, therefore, gaps in the likelihood of college completion once enrolled further reproduce inequality.

Kalleberg (2011) highlights the increasing polarization of “good” (secure, well-paying) jobs and “bad” jobs, which offer little security, low-wage, and no benefits. With the increasing scarcity of good jobs available to those without higher education (Kalleberg, 2011; Carnevale et al., 2011), a college degree has become critical for access to jobs that provide a living wage, which Carnevale et al. (2011) set at $35,000 a year (150% of the poverty level for a family of four). For example, Carnevale and his colleagues (2011) find that only 36% of high school graduates without any college education earn at least a living wage, while 46% of those with some college and 69% of college degree holders earn above the living wage cutoff. If the number of good jobs available to those without college education continues to decline (Carnevale et al., 2011), or rising skill demands continue to boost the college wage premium (Autor, 2014), college completion will become even more important for economic security in the future.

Despite evidence that a college degree reduces the importance of parental class and income for life chances (Torche, 2011; Hout, 1984, 1988), parental resources remain strongly related to college completion (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009). Thus, similar to the early findings of Blau and Duncan (1967), while poor students who graduate may enjoy more equal opportunity than they would otherwise, the unequal chances of completing a degree make college graduation an important factor in the intergenerational transmission process (e.g., Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Haskins, 2008). In order for education to be an arbiter of intergenerational mobility, therefore, U.S. policy must address the wide gap in educational attainment among different economic classes.

In the sections below we review evidence of the relationship between resources and college completion. In the first section, we outline some of the classic explanations for the intergenerational transmission of college completion. With this background, the second section reviews evidence of an alternative mode of intergenerational transmission: assets. Specifically, an overview of research on effects of children’s savings accounts (CSAs) suggests they can increase equality of college completion, in part by reducing our overreliance on student debt financing. We then discuss how assets became so important for college completion in contemporary U.S. society and how asset building policies could help level the playing field.

2. Classic Explanations for Unequal College Completion Rates

In this section, we review common explanations for unequal college access and completion, including income, parental education, cultural and social capital, family size and structure, health, and meritocratic explanations, such as ability or intelligence.

2.1. Parental Income

Controlling for other factors, such as family assets or liabilities, research suggests family income is significantly related to college completion (Kim & Sherraden, 2011; Nam & Huang, 2009). If the parents of an aspiring college graduate earn at or below the poverty level, she will have difficulty financing one year of college, let alone the four or five that may be necessary to complete an undergraduate degree. If money for even the basic necessities of food and housing is difficult to obtain growing up, low-income students may be particularly averse to student loans, further constraining educational choices. This aversion could encourage low-income students to

1http://nces.ed.gov/datalab/quickstats/default.aspx
opt for a less expensive institution with fewer supports and lower graduation rates (e.g., Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Cunningham & Santiago, 2008) or to balance a heavy workload while enrolled in college (Walpole, 2003). Employment while in school can help finance college but in many cases detracts from both academic and social engagement, making students more likely to drop out and less likely to establish useful social connections with faculty or students (Hamilton, 2013). Complicating these challenges, low income families are more susceptible to financial shocks, including job loss, health emergencies, or medical bills (Acs, Loprest, & Nichols, 2009; McKernan, Ratcliffe, & Vinopal, 2009; Pew Charitable Trusts, 2013), which could drive a student out of college and into the workplace to help support her family (e.g., Elliott, 2013a).

In contrast, students from higher-income families enjoy advantages compared to their lower-income counterparts. High income students may take for granted uninterrupted support throughout their college careers. Less likely to have to work to pay for college or support their family, higher-income students enjoy more time for study and extracurricular involvement, thereby strengthening ties to the school and peers and reducing their chances of dropping out (Walpole, 2003). Institutional differences, though often unappreciated, play an important role as well. Higher-income families tend to ensure their children access to well-funded secondary schools, which provide higher quality teachers and more rigorous preparation for college (Condron & Roscigno, 2003; Card & Kreuger, 1996; Johnson, 2006). Because their high schools (or tracks within school) often provide stronger academic preparation for college, students from higher-income backgrounds tend to enjoy more options regarding where to attend and may choose a more selective, better quality school with higher retention rates (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010; Davies & Guppy, 1997).

At the same time, however, recent research counters the importance of income, suggesting other factors may be better predictors of college completion. For example, evidence by Song & Elliott (2011) suggests that income does not significantly predict college completion among Hispanic immigrant children. Similarly, Zhan and Sherraden (2011) find that, although income is significantly related to degree completion among white children, the relationship does not hold among black or Hispanic children. Further supporting doubts about the importance of income, evidence suggests that a 25% or greater decrease in income positively predicts college completion (Elliott, 2013a). Similarly, recent evidence that accounts for variation in family assets suggests income is negatively related to college completion among all (Elliott, 2013b), black (Friedline, Elliott, & Nam, 2013), and low-to-moderate income children (Elliott, Song, & Nam, 2013). This negative relationship is counterintuitive, but could reflect a number of patterns, including: 1) the propensity of low-income students to enroll in two-year degree programs, which are easier and less costly to complete; 2) the financial challenge college poses to families whose income is just slightly too high to qualify for means-tested financial aid; and 3) the ability of higher-income parents (who possess more information about the financial aid process) to “game” the system, purposefully limiting their income to increase aid eligibility.

These recent findings—that income does not necessarily boost and in some cases negatively predicts college completion—suggest a more complex explanation for unequal college completion rates. Because family income is not educational destiny (Mayer, 1997), policy interventions may be able to increase equality of educational attainment while avoiding the unpopular prospect of income redistribution.

### 2.2. Parental Education

Once a student has gained access, evidence suggests that parental education plays a role in completing college (Bowen et al., 2009). For example, even after adjusting for differences in high school grade point average, SAT or ACT scores, state residency status, race or ethnicity, gender, family income, and the university a student attended, Bowen et al. (2009) find that children of parents with a bachelor’s degree were still 6% more likely to complete a degree within six years than children of parents with no college education. Other evidence suggests that nearly 90% of first generation students fail to graduate within six years (Greenwald, 2012). Although studying first generation college students, whose parents have no college education, represents a stark contrast, the findings highlight the importance of unequal college graduation rates for low intergenerational mobility in the U.S. (Ermisch et al., 2012).

The association between parental education and children’s college completion suggests that parents may help their children navigate the complex process of completing a college degree. For example, educated parents may help their children choose a major that fits both their career goals and ability. Parents with a college education may also provide their children with the interpersonal communication skills necessary for success in college.
Stephens, Fryberg, Markus, Johnson, & Covarrubias (2012) find, for example, that first generation students tend to value interdependence, which contradicts the academic norm of independence. Similarly, although children of college educated parents may learn at a relatively young age the distinction between debate and argument or constructive and personal criticism, Greenwald (2012) suggests first generation students can have trouble making those distinctions and therefore struggle in academic settings.

The evidence above suggests parental education may promote college success through interpersonal skills, making it difficult to uncover with quantitative methods. Possibly as a result of how parental education matters, there is conflicting evidence regarding whether it has a causal impact on college completion rates or whether other factors (e.g., parental income, occupational standing, or academic preparation) account for the relationship. Although they do not investigate children’s college completion, recent research exploiting natural experiments finds that parental education does increase children’s educational achievement (Attewell & Lavin, 2007; Oreopoulos, Page, & Stevens 2006). It seems likely that the effects of parental education continue throughout college and even beyond, compounding across generations.

2.3. Cultural and Social Capital

Cultural and social capital—the social cues and cultural norms that higher-status children acquire as part of their socialization into an advantaged class—are often tightly tied to parental education. However, they are conceptually distinct from parental education and represent another explanation for unequal college completion rates. Students who attend elite boarding schools or frequently visit museums, for example, could gain cultural behaviors and valuable social connections regardless of parental education (Khan, 2011; Cookson & Persell, 1985).

Theoretically, cultural capital should improve educational chances because schools reward students not just for academic ability, but also for culturally “appropriate” knowledge and behavior. Students who acquire forms of cultural knowledge and behavior that are valued by elites typically enjoy higher academic achievement (Bourdieu, 1977; DiMaggio, 1982). Because children acquire cultural capital through parental behaviors and practices (Lareau, 2002, 2003), cultural capital is one way that parents transmit advantages to their children. For example, middle-class parents question and negotiate with their children, making them more comfortable with teachers and other authority figures (Lareau, 2002). Extracurricular activities, more common among middle-class children, further boost school engagement and groom students for college applications.

Perhaps most important for college completion, Lareau (2011) found that middle class parents help their children navigate the college experience, giving advice about courses and majors, for example. Thus, beyond parental education, knowledge about navigating college (one form of cultural capital) could make college completion more likely. Supporting this argument, there is evidence that cultural capital improves college achievement and persistence (Wells, 2008; Spenner, Buchmann, & Landerman, 2005). For example, first generation students have more difficulty performing the “college student role” and more often miss the implicit expectations of professors (Collier & Morgan, 2008), hindering academic performance.

Distinct from cultural capital, research on the relationship between social capital and college completion emphasizes social engagement explanations for student retention. Extracurricular activities, for example, can improve individual attachment to college and increase the chances of graduating or even continuing on to earn a graduate degree (Tinto, 1987; Walpole, 2003). Not surprisingly, extracurricular participation rates vary by social class (Walpole, 2003); students who must work are less able to participate in social activities. Research also suggests that upper-class students feel more strongly that they belong at an institution than lower-class students (Ostrove & Long, 2007).

While quantity is important, the quality of social capital also has implications for college success. Sacerdote (2001) capitalizes on random first-year roommate assignments, finding that peer academic ability and grade point average influence individual grade point average. Because students with lower academic success or engagement are more likely to leave college (Tinto, 1987; Wells, 2008), social capital has implications for college retention. The friendships a student forms at college, therefore, can have important implications for college completion (Eckles & Stradley, 2012) and could be unequal if students befriend others with similarly disadvantaged—or advantaged—social backgrounds.

2.4. Family Size and Structure

Because larger families must divide their financial resources among more children, family size represents
another common explanation for unequal college completion rates. Although research on family size rarely investigates its effects on college completion, it does find that having more siblings reduces individual educational attainment (Steelman, Powell, Werum, & Carter, 2002). Beyond family size, evidence also suggests that sibling density (the age spacing of siblings) is related to educational achievement and attainment (Powell & Steelman, 1990; Conley, 2001; Steelman et al., 2002). The number and spacing of siblings, in other words, impacts the share of parental resources (including time and money) available throughout childhood. At the college level, Steelman et al. (2002) find that more siblings dilute parental financial contributions to college costs, which reduces educational attainment. Beyond siblings, other aspects of family structure have implications for college persistence. For example, children with younger fathers are less likely to complete high school and, if they enter college, are less likely to persist there as well (Mare & Tzeng, 1989). Family size and structure therefore provide another mechanism for the intergenerational transmission of inequality.

### 2.5. Mental and Physical Health

Though perhaps a less common explanation, research consistently finds a relationship between educational attainment and health, even as early as in utero (Behrman & Rosenzweig, 2004; Black, Devereux, & Salvanes, 2007; Oreopoulos, Stabile, Roos, & Walld, 2008; Royer, 2009; Conley, Strully, & Bennett, 2003; see Eide & Showalter, 2011 for a review; Almond, 2006; Almond & Mazumder, 2005; Almond, Edlund, & Palme, 2009). Interestingly, Nilsson (2009) finds that the relationship between health and educational attainment varies by socioeconomic status. Higher-class backgrounds seem to protect children from potentially negative health effects. In terms of mental health, there is evidence that depression, attention deficit symptoms, delinquency, and substance use decrease educational attainment and test scores (Fletcher & Lehrer, 2009; Fletcher & Wolfe, 2008; McLeod, Uemura, & Rohrman, 2012).

These investigations, however, are generally limited to early academic achievement. Extending the window to examine effects on college completion, Nilsson (2008) finds that male children conceived by young mothers after Sweden restricted youth access to alcohol were more likely to complete higher education. Furthermore, the robust evidence that health improves a variety of other educational outcomes suggests those effects are likely to extend to college completion as well. Because mental and physical health are unequally distributed by socioeconomic status (Wilkinson, 1997; Adler, Boyce, Chesney, Folkman, & Syme, 1993) and because class advantage protects individuals from potentially negative academic effects (Nilsson, 2009), health inequalities represent another mechanism for transmitting inequality.

### 2.6. Meritocratic Explanations

Finally, meritocratic arguments, including ability and intelligence, offer relatively common—if sometimes conservative—explanations for unequal college completion. According to Sewell and Shah (1977), for example, intelligence is more important than socioeconomic status for college graduation because class sorting has already occurred by the time students enroll. The classic functionalist perspective (Davis & Moore, 1945) suggests schools, including colleges, sort individuals into the position in society most appropriate for their ability (e.g., Sorokin, 1959). In this scenario, students must fail because they do not try hard enough or cannot do the work. In short, these explanations suggest individuals fail to complete college because they are unable to meet the academic standards.

When used to account for unequal college completion rates, however, there are several limitations of the ability argument. We know, for example, that the degree of intergenerational transmission of educational attainment varies across countries (Branigan, McCallum, & Freese, 2013) and genes only account for about 2% of the variation in educational attainment (Rietveld et al., 2013). Hereditary transmission of core traits or ability, however, could not be expected to vary according to national boundaries (Hertz et al., 2007). Furthermore, even if genes matter for educational attainment, gene-environment interaction effects suggest that the effects of specific genes depend on social environment (Shanahan, Vaisey, Erickson, & Smolen, 2008). Thus, even genes matter for college completion, their effects may be moderated by social background.

A further limitation of meritocratic arguments is their reliance on intelligence, which is not simple, constant, or inherent (Gardner, 1983, 1993). Certain forms of intelligence (e.g., logical-mathematical and linguistic) are more valuable than others in an academic context and intelligence changes with time and experience (Flynn, 2007). In addition, because student contributions are filtered through faculty views and cultural backgrounds,
they are likely to receive different responses by class. In fact, research suggests grades depend on faculty perception and social labeling (e.g., Rist, 1977). Beyond grades, college students from high socioeconomic backgrounds are more likely to meet with professors at their home and spend more time in student clubs (Walpole, 2003). Thus, although all college students were smart and able enough to gain entry to college, that intelligence does not yield equal success.

Perhaps most importantly, meritocratic explanations overlook unequal academic preparation. Drastic inequality between schools generates widely different levels of academic preparation (Condron & Roscigno, 2003; Kozol, 1991). Academic preparation is critical for student persistence. In fact, rather than interpreting low grades as an indication to study more, students tend to interpret poor performance as inadequate academic preparation (Stinebrickner & Stinebrickner, 2012). In a recent study by Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner (2013) illustrates the central role of grades and perceived academic preparation for dropout rates; they find that student grades (what students learn about their academic performance) account for 45% of dropout occurring in the first two years of college and 36% of dropout in the first three years. Coupled with highly unequal academic preparation, which is virtually ensured by the highly decentralized U.S. education system, variation in grades received in the first few years of college are likely to generate unequal dropout rates by social background.

As suggested by the review above, the classic explanations for unequal college access and completion account for substantial variation in completion by socioeconomic standing. The role of assets, however, remains underappreciated. Assets are critically important to inequality (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995; Conley, 1999), given their relationship to power and their multi-generational implications. Possibly since Conley (1999, 2001), the contribution of assets to educational inequality has become more apparent and warrants further attention. The remainder of our discussion focuses on this comparatively new explanation for differences in children’s educational attainment.

3. The Transformation of a Legacy of Wealth Inequality into Educational Advantage

Research suggests that assets may be a particularly important resource for creating educational advantage (Conley, 1999; Oliver & Shapiro, 1995; Shapiro, 2004; Sherraden, 1991). From this perspective, educational advantage can be thought of as the amount of power an individual has to participate in, influence, control, and hold accountable educational institutions due to inequities in assets holdings. Educational advantages lead to greater success in school. Further, greater success in school translates into increased likelihood of later economic success (Wilson, 1987), including higher income and earnings (King & Bannon, 2002), more stable employment (Topel, 1993), greater likelihood of marriage (Thornton, Axinn, & Teachman, 1995), and higher wealth (Oliver & Shapiro, 1995; Shapiro, 2004).

According to Oliver and Shapiro (1995), high unmet need (the portion of college expenses not covered by the expected family contribution and student aid) is largely the result of low asset accumulation by poor and minority families. In this sense, more assets mean more control over the education system and more control over the education system means more assets. Poor children enter the educational system with few assets. In contrast to wealthy children, then, poor children enter the educational system without the power to make the system work in ways that advantage them.

4. Transforming Asset Advantages in Higher Education into Right

For people to achieve their potential, institutions around them must augment their use of effort and ability—what Elliott and Sherraden (2013) call institutional facilitation. Institutional facilitation is the process by which institutional efficacy (a person’s perception of the extent to which institutions facilitate achievement of her goals) promotes healthy self-efficacy beliefs (a positive view of one’s ability to accomplish goals) and the development of positive future identities (e.g., college-bound) (Elliott & Sherraden, 2013). Institutional facilitation is built on the realization that what separates humans from other mammals is their ability to build tools that augment their innate ability, allowing them to perform at much higher levels than they could otherwise. We no longer live in a state of nature where being bigger, faster, stronger, or smarter matters because we also have access to the tools humans have created. Tools like the computer are able to amplify people’s performance in doing math problems, for example, to such a degree that when people do not have access to the same tools they are undeniably at a disadvantage. And, unlike tools used in earlier stages of civilization, today’s tools can work nearly invisibly,
such that it appears that effort and ability alone are responsible for the outcomes realized.

In the next section, we explain how assets help to maintain the educational advantage of middle- and higher-income families by giving them power to determine role expectations. But first we explain role expectations.

4.1. What Are Role Expectations?

Role expectations, established by those with superior bargaining power connected by a like desire to receive a disproportionate amount of institutional resources (i.e., distributional advantage), compel others to choose strategies that help the group to maintain a distributional advantage (see Elliott & Sherraden, 2013; Knight, 1992). Essentially, they induce others to make choices that are not in their own best interests while pretending that these decisions are made freely. This sounds, perhaps, Machiavellian or fanciful, but in the U.S. economy today, it looks natural. The American dream (effort plus ability equals desired outcomes) has been an effective frame for the wealthy to compel the poor to choose strategies that benefit the wealthy. They have been able to do this, in large part, because Americans almost uniformly want to believe that effort and ability are the reason for success and failure. It also should be no surprise that the wealthy overtly continue to emphasize rules that stress effort and ability, while ignoring other factors that play a crucial role in determining success.

Through this lens, then, we can better understand why there is so little resistance to this American dream narrative from the poor and minorities.

4.2. The Power of Assets

We suggest that in a capitalist society, a key way that a group gains superior bargaining power, in order to gain the leverage through which to establish these important expectations, is through asset accumulation. Institutions (formal and informal) govern the bargaining situation (e.g., negotiation over where educational resources should be spent) and provide sanctions when expectations are violated (Knight, 1992; North, 1990). Because people with assets have power over educational institutions, when needed, they also have the upper hand in changing social expectations (i.e., informal institutions) into rights (i.e., formal institutions) that are enforced by government sanctions in times of heavy competition. In periods of low competition, social sanctions are enough. However, in periods of high competition, social sanctions may not be enough to maintain educational advantages.

For instance, when the college market was opened up to all Americans, the social expectation that college was just for the wealthy was overridden, in part, by the need for a more skilled workforce. After World War II, demand for more skilled workers was growing faster than the supply; therefore, the cost for skilled workers sky rocketed (Archibald & Feldman, 2011). This created an incentive for the owners of capital to increase access to post-secondary education. As a college degree increasingly became the arbiter to power, status, and financial well-being in America, the economy was changing so that more people, including women and minorities, were competing for a college degree in order to be able to earn a good wage.

As a result of the growing competition for college degrees, the wealthy needed to change the distributional consequences of financial aid to maintain their superior bargaining power, particularly when it came to selective universities. We focus on selective universities because the wealthy had two competing interests, one to have more skilled laborers (so it was important to drive down wages of non-skilled jobs and create expectations of having to attend college) but also to maintain advantage when it came to positions of power, status, and financial well-being (so, for example, raising costs of college at selective universities and, at the same time, creating financial aid rules that favored them, such as the shift to merit-based over need-based aid).

It should be clear that we are not suggesting that the shift in financial aid has occurred as part of an organized plan with a puppet master at the controls. The absence of a nefarious scheme, however, does not make the results any less damaging. Instead, we suggest that this shift has been perpetrated by strategic actors leveraging their wealth and bargaining power to act in ways that maximize their own goals. And, once this system is established, it has profound ramifications even for those not fully aware of how it operates. A problem with a system that promotes strategic actors acting in their own self-interest is that the poor and minorities do not start off with equal bargaining power. They cannot, then, influence the rules by which the “game” is played, even though they are then expected to compete in that same arena. So, when the poor and minorities, through the American dream, are expected to use effort and ability to compete at the financial aid table with their wealthy counterparts, they are playing by rules that favor the wealthy in the first place. Therefore, it should be no surprise that we see patterns of enrollment and completion from one generation to the next indicating that lower income and minority
students lag behind their wealthy, white counterparts.

First, this is because through a legacy of class and racial inequality in America, the wealthy have the power, through financial assets, to control how resources are distributed. Therefore, for example, they were able to change the student loan program (e.g., allowing higher-income families to be eligible for a student loan), originally designed to distribute resources primarily to the poor as a way of improving their access to college, to benefit them (e.g., Kinzie, Palmer, Hayek, Hossler, Jacob, & Cummings, 2004). Second, through a legacy of class and racial inequality in America, the wealthy come to the financial aid table with superior bargaining power. This superior bargaining power is derived, at least in part, from the fact that they have more assets, so can pay more for the college of their choice and, coming from better resourced schools and home environments, are better prepared for college. In this way, a normative expectation like the American dream, when applied to a group in the context of inequality, can form a negative role expectation for the group or a role expectation that leads the group to make decisions that benefit the group with superior bargaining power.

Therefore, the shift in financial aid toward privatization and merit might have led to very different results if all strategic actors started off with the same level of assets—if the playing field was level. But because a group in society was uniquely positioned to control the development of role expectations, they were able to benefit more from the financial aid system and even produce a system that provides them with an ever-growing share of grants, scholarships, and tax incentives, in addition to access to student loans.

4.3. Leveraging Wealth to Create an Advantage at the Financial Aid Table

Prior to the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944, commonly known as the GI Bill, college students were primarily male, white, and wealthy (Rudolph, 1990). Given this, there was very little competition from outside groups for selection into higher education; particularly selection into the most selective universities. However, a growing need for skilled workers created competing desires among the owners of capital—desire to maintain control over higher education and a desire to have a greater number of skilled workers. These desires did not develop in a vacuum; instead, they developed as a result of ongoing economic and political changes, advancements in technology as well as social changes that led to increasing rights for women and minorities in the 1960s.

In response, the federal government enacted the Higher Education Act of 1965. An express purpose of the Act was to create greater access to college among lower- and middle-income families through the creation of scholarships, low-interest loans, and work study programs.

Despite what would come, during the 1960s and 1970s the goal of financial aid was to keep tuition prices down and increase financial aid to the poor and minorities, those least represented in colleges and universities at the time (and still today). For example, in 1900, there were 3,880 black students in colleges and professional schools and fewer than 400 graduates of college and professional programs. These new graduates were added to the existing pool of about 3,000 other graduates in a total black population of nearly 10 million (Goodchild & Wechsler, 1997). Financial aid policy at the time attempted to address the unequal starting points of these different populations and to mitigate some of the effects of disparate role expectations on individual students. During this period, need-based aid was the dominant form of financial aid. Need-based aid is determined solely on the assets and income (i.e., financial need) of the prospective student and her family. Factors such as test scores had no bearing on the aid decision.

Changes in the Higher Education Act of 1965 that occurred in 1972 opened up the door for the privatization as well the marketization of higher education (Mendoza, 2012). In 1972, the Higher Education Act of 1965 was amended to give aid directly to students instead of to institutions. This shift of resources set the stage for cost shifts, as individuals and families have been increasingly expected to take on the lion’s share of the burden of paying for college and colleges have been thrust into competition for students’ financial aid dollars. Both of these policy changes favored the wealthy. The wealthy were in a better position to take on increased responsibility for paying for college. This helped to make wealthy students more attractive to universities, particularly the more costly, selective universities. In this sense, it was not that wealthy students and their families acted to create laws that favored them; but instead, because of their wealth advantage they were able to benefit more from the changes that occurred. In a society where effort and ability are seen as the determining factors for success, shifts toward privatization sound just. However, low-income and minority students are disadvantaged in a privatized context because they do not have resources that allow them to compete effectively with wealthy students.
While in the 1960s and 1970s low-income students and their families could rely more heavily on grants to make up for a lack of income and savings, the shift from need-based aid toward merit-based aid starting in the 1980s led to a financial aid program that largely subsidizes middle- to upper-income, white students to attend college (Baum & Schwartz, 1988; Woo & Choy, 2011). Woo and Choy (2011) find that the proportion of undergraduates receiving merit aid rose from 6% in 1995/96 to 14% in 2007/2008. In the case of merit-based aid, of which scholarships are the most common form, a student with little financial need (i.e., higher assets and income) is just as entitled to aid as are students with high levels of financial need (i.e., lower assets and income). Test scores are often the key factor for determining eligibility.

Far from serving to equalize college prospects, research suggests that merit-based aid is awarded disproportionately to students from higher-income families (Cornwell & Mustard, 2002; Selingo, 2003; Woo & Choy, 2011) whose superior resource base equips them to perform well in the competition for merit-based aid. Not surprisingly, then, merit-based aid has done little to improve college enrollment rates among low-income and minority students (Marin, 2002). In this way, it might be said the shift toward merit-based aid is another way that resources are being diverted from lower-income students to higher-income students. Additionally, given the effects of income and asset poverty on educational achievement (see Elliott, 2013a, for evidence of economic instability effects on educational outcomes), the shift toward merit aid may exacerbate the divides in attainment by social class. This may also help to establish a set of role expectations that augment higher-income students’ ability to attend college while constraining lower-income students’ ability to attend college even when highly qualified.

Disadvantageous role expectations do not stem from overt biases but from invisibly seating class and racial legacies at the financial aid table. Here, again, the allure of the rhetorical American dream is so important. Belief that individual effort and ability are the driving forces influencing educational outcomes works to obscure the powerful role of relative institutional advantages.

The distorting effects of these role expectations are not only seen at the point of deciding whether or not to attend college at all, however. Additionally, many high-achieving low-income students fail to apply to selective institutions even though they would receive more financial aid and have to pay less (Hoxby & Avery, 2012), while likely realizing superior educational outcomes than if they attended less selective colleges and universities. The pattern of behaving in ways that would not be considered normative is in accordance with acting in line with disadvantageous role expectations. These role expectations, which communicate to all that low-income and minority students are better off at low-cost colleges even when they are more than qualified for more selective colleges with better graduation rates and superior post-college outcomes, are disadvantageous because of the advantages that attending a selective college bestows upon its students.

The type of institution a student attends—e.g., two- or four-year, private or public, selective or non-selective, and size—has important implications for the likelihood of graduating (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010). Two-year colleges have lower retention rates than four-year schools, even after accounting for differences in the types of students (Tinto, 1987). Because those who attend two-year schools tend to come from families with fewer advantages, these retention differences exacerbate inequality. Similarly, private and more selective postsecondary institutions have higher retention rates on average. As Davies and Guppy (1997) point out, student socioeconomic status is related to the likelihood of entering a selective college, and even choosing a lucrative major within a selective college. Low-income students attending private or selective schools are also more likely to encounter socioeconomically advantaged peers who can positively influence graduation, catalyze formation of social networks, and help low-income students bridge gaps of cultural capital. This all translates into students in more selective four-year colleges being set on a path to enter high-paying careers (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010). Instead, students in less-selective four-year colleges are being put on a path to fill positions in “K-12 teaching, health care technician jobs, and state and local public administration” (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010: p. 79) which have less earning potential and lower social status. Again, the question is not whether these are superior paths to those that would have been available to these students without college degrees but, instead, whether education can truly be said to serve an equalizing role in the U.S. economy with these disparate outcomes.

With the shift toward privatization of the financial aid system and the failure of income, tax subsidies, and grants to fill the financial aid gap, student loans have become the most commonly used tool for building students’ and families’ capacities for financing college. Fry (2012) finds that the proportion of undergraduate students who took out federal loans increased from 23% in 2001-2002 to 35% in 2011-2012 (College Board, 2012). Not

---

2See the discussion about role expectations in chapter four of AEDI (2013).
The trend toward student loans making up a growing proportion of financial aid packages is in large part the result of changes in financial aid policies meant to create greater access to college for lower-income students. This problem is caused by high college costs, stagnant wages, and the shift toward privatization. The federal government has increased access to loans largely through programs such as the federal Parent PLUS Loan and Stafford subsidized and unsubsidized loan programs. For example, the Middle Income Student Assistance Act (1978) brought college loans to the middle class by removing the income limit for participation in federal aid programs (Hansen, 1983).


However, the enthusiasm policymakers have shown for student borrowing as the solution to the college affordability gap has not necessarily translated to benefits for lower-income students, who are more likely to be averse to taking out high-dollar student loans to pay for college (Cunningham & Santiago, 2008). Especially for these students, the prospect of signing for thousands of dollars in debt may lead to decisions to go to less selective two-year colleges, to work while attending school, and/or to delay enrollment, all practices potentially associated with compromised college graduation rates (Carnevale & Strohl, 2010).

Somewhat ironically, as is the case with disadvantageous role expectations which compel people to make decisions that benefit the group who created them, Carnevale and Strohl (2010) report that students who attend a selective college pay smaller shares of the costs of their education relative to students in two-year and less-selective four-year colleges. They state, “Students in the wealthiest 10 percent of institutions pay 20 cents for each dollar spent on them. Students in the poorest 10 percent of colleges pay 78 cents for each dollar spent on them” (p. 79).

Federal policies that liberalized student loans have also created an environment where universities can charge wealthy students the full list price. This is done while not pricing out lower income students by offering them financial aid packages that charge them less than the list price. This has allowed universities to charge each student the maximum amount they can afford to pay (Geiger & Heller, 2011) now or in the future, thus maximizing universities’ gain from financial aid, per student. However, it stands to reason that schools would have a preference for wealthier students that they can charge the full list price to and a limit on the number of lower income students they can admit.

5. Reversing a Legacy of Wealth Inequality in Higher Education

In order to eliminate education advantage, the distributional consequences of the current financial aid rules (e.g., merit aid) must be changed in the case of low-income and minority students. These rules can be changed by changing either the distributional consequences of the financial aid system or the relative bargaining power of low-income and minority students (see Knight, 1992). This change is mostly likely to come through government intervention in the free market of education—redistribution in some form. In the current higher education landscape, which features rapidly rising costs and offers debt in the form of student loans as the primary means for disadvantaged students to overcome cost barriers, responsibility for challenging disadvantageous role expectations primarily lies with low-income or minority parents, philanthropic organizations, or other benevolent actors. However, low-income parents are at a disadvantage for providing the kind of financial resources needed to counteract disadvantageous role expectations. Philanthropic groups tend to focus on ad hoc solutions—providing needed material goods or services to a particular low-income child—without addressing the structural factors that led to the child lacking such necessities in the first place.
5.1. A Policy Vehicle for Allocating Assets to Low- and Moderate-Income Students

Children’s Savings Accounts (CSAs) are one type of government intervention in the free market of education that may offer a systemic answer to disadvantageous role expectations, empowering more low-income and minority students to apply for college, and to more selective colleges, and preparing them for success once there. CSAs have been proposed as a promising strategy that promotes low-income children’s savings, asset accumulation, and development of financial, social, and human capital (Boshara, 2003; Goldberg, 2005). CSAs are savings vehicles that often incorporate specific incentives and explicit structures to encourage savings and facilitate asset accumulation by disadvantaged youth and families who otherwise may not have equitable access to financial institutions. CSAs usually allow deposits from children, their parents and other relatives, as well as third parties. These investments can be leveraged with an initial deposit and/or matching funds adding public or philanthropic funds to families’ savings, usually on a ratio ranging from 1:1 - 5:1. This policy extends meaningful incentives for saving and support for building the assets of low-income savers, which are already available to higher-income households through tax benefits.

CSA programs may place role expectations back in line with students’ best interests by ensuring that college appears attainable to children throughout their time in school (AEDI, 2013). CSA programs may also give students a sense of community support for their education, through community-organized, third party contributions to CSA accounts. These kinds of contributions ensure that each child in a community forms a college-bound identity rooted in a durable community identity around college attendance and success. These new relationships and this altered context can reset the messages children may hear elsewhere about the likelihood of college in their own futures, thus supporting identities that feature high educational expectations.

6. Conclusion

We have discussed multiple explanations for unequal access to and completion of college in the U.S., with a particular focus on the role of assets. With a less common explanation for educational inequality, assets play a central role in the likelihood of entering and completing college in the U.S. The long U.S. legacy of unequal access to college degrees and assets are not separate issues, but—partly by design of those with economic and political power—represent two sides of the same coin. Assets beget educational advantage and educational advantage begets assets, reproducing inequality across generations.

Rising inequality and tuition costs create an urgent need for changes in the U.S. system of paying for college. College savings accounts offer a potential strategy to increase assets among children from disadvantaged backgrounds. As evidence shows, savings can not only increase college access and completion rates, but also encourage a college bound identity, academic preparation for college, and greater financial health in later life. The U.S. must shift away from a debt-based system of paying for college or risk sentencing graduates to a life of student loan payments. College savings accounts offer a policy change that can begin to level the playing field.
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